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History of the Twin City Postcard & Paper Shows
By Dave Johnson

IN THIS ISSUE

Editor’s Note: This year marks the 40th Anniversary of TCPC and certainly one of the most enjoyable parts of our club are
the postcard shows which provides those of us who have not been members as long as others a perspective of the history..

Most present club members were not around at the start of the club postcard shows and I thought there might be
some interest in how the shows came about and the change in venues over the years.
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The first club involvement in a postcard show was in conjunction with a stamp show at the Lemington Hotel in
Minneapolis in the early 1980’s. A few postcard dealers were there to sell including Alan Hillesheim and Ove
Braskerud. I think the Feslers were there as I remember Bob brought a display board.
The idea of the club sponsoring shows was initiated by Gail Shiffman in 1984. Some club members were not
entirely enthusiastic and thought it might be a money losing project.

Gail prevailed and went ahead with little club participation to schedule a Spring club show at the Airport Inn Motel in Bloomington. The show was a success and was shortly followed by Spring and Fall shows. The Airport Inn
was not an ideal location as it was hard to find and the room was in the lower level which required lugging material down a stairway or using the elevator. The room was odd shaped and not very large. One of the early dealer
layouts shows 12 dealers. The only dealer from that time still at our shows today are Wally and Darlene Schultz
from Palatine Illinois. The Airport Inn was used by Northwest Airline for overnighting personnel and some came
to the show.
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The shows moved to the Kelly Inn, now the Capital Ridge Best Western and have been there off and on since
1987. For several years the Spring Shows featured Minnesota dealers and the Fall Show had out of state dealers.
This proved unworkable as out of state dealers available declined so this practice was discontinued.

New Members
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We started to have Fall Shows at the Bloomington Armory in 2007. A Spring Kelly Inn and Fall Bloomington
pattern continued for a while. Now we schedule all shows at the Bloomington location when possible. It
provides the key postcard show requirements of adequate space, good access for dealers bringing in stock, and a
reasonably central location in the Twin Cities.
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Over the years we featured member’s postcard display boards at one show a year. The boards were judged and
ribbons or medals awarded. Due to recent lack of participation this has been temporarily discontinued .

Upcoming
Meetings

Shows were held in some venues just one time. These included the Richfield Community Center, Rosemount
Armory, and West St. Paul Armory.
For a short time Kathy and Bob Fesler ran the shows. In about 1993 Will Everett began coordinating shows until
I became Show Chairman in1995.

Save the dates
January 20, 2016 &
February 17, 2016 are
TCPC Gatherings—
see details inside

Many Club members have been generous in giving time and effort to support the shows. One volunteer that goes
back to the early shows and has continued to the present is Gary Pearson. A tradition of the club shows is
members helping to carry in and out dealers stock. It is surprising how heavy postcards can be in bulk and the
amount of some dealers inventory is extensive.
The attendance at shows peaked in 1995 but has continued quite strong to date. The club shows provide the main
source of revenue for the club. Our dues would have to increase if the shows were discontinued or unprofitable.
Our shows provide an interface with the public and have been the main source of acquiring new members. Many
of our members have been generous with their time helping make the shows successful. They have provided
publicity, staffed the admission table, helped dealers set up, and supported our dealers with their purchases.
Because of the Internet and dealers retiring or moving away we are always in need of new dealers. Members are
encouraged to solicit and furnish the names of potential postcard dealers they encounter in their travels.
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Spit 'n' Argue
by The Bailey’s

When we worked in downtown Los Angeles in 1971, we
had heard of a unique public forum that took place every
day at Pershing Square. This was called the Spit and Argue
Club. When we picked up a card from the Long Beach
Rainbow Pier showing the Spit and Argue Club it brought
back a flood of memories and we wanted to find out more
about the Long Beach sanction, as we had only known
about the one downtown.
The story goes that in the 1880s, a woman spotted some
tobacco-chewing debaters on the veranda of the Long
Beach Hotel and complained to a friend: "All they do is
spit and argue."
And so the Spit 'n' Argue Club became the name of the
informal group of mostly retired characters who met daily
in Long Beach to chew and whittle while tackling such

issues as God, world peace and the proper methods
of plowing a wheat field.
The colorful conclave eventually became a tourist
attraction, drawing upward of 1,500 spectators a
day and survived more than three-quarters of a
century.
It outlived the hotel (which burned to the ground in
1888) and the pier, where the group later gathered.
Occasionally, there were fracases. A 1923 Times
story reported the case of a belligerent man who
"began to enforce his statements with blows
delivered indiscriminately," until he was arrested
by a police officer "immune to both words and
blows." But for the most part, the verbal jousting
was good-natured

In 1931 an 8,000-seat Municipal Auditorium, was constructed on the beach. In order to protect the auditorium from
storms and coastal erosion a breakwater was constructed around it, and a pier was placed on top of this. Unlike the many
pleasure piers that stretched beyond the
breakers only to dead-end above the ocean's
swells, the Rainbow Pier extended more than a
quarter-mile into the Pacific before arcing back
to shore. The 3,800-foot-long structure
resembled a giant horseshoe, or a rainbow -hence its name. But its shape was not all that
made the Rainbow Pier unique. It was also
among the first of its kind designed explicitly
for the automobile. Built atop a granite
breakwater, the pier's roadway could easily
support the weight of a motorcar. And the fact
that the road returned to shore eliminated the
need for awkward turnarounds. The light poles
on the horseshoe pier were painted a variety of
colors, making it a colorful area for walking or
driving.
Argue continued on page 3
PAGE 2
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Surrounded on three sides by a
lagoon, the Rainbow Pier enclosed a
40-acre lagoon whose still waters
welcomed boaters and swimmers.
Motorists came for the 3,800-foot
drive, entering the pier at the eastern
end and exiting at the western end,
while pedestrians crowded onto a
wooden free-speech platform.
The idea of using the Rainbow Pier as
the home of the Spit 'n' Argue
reportedly came from local merchants
who didn't want the noisy soapboxers, known for spirited political
debates, near their businesses, and so a
40- by 75-foot platform, that could
accommodate 1,200 people was constructed
at the west end of the pier.

In 1935, the Spit 'n' Argue Club came under
the control of the image-conscious city and
was renamed the University by the Sea,
though few of the regulars wasted their
saliva on such a stuffy title. The
“University” has three divisions: forum, or
public speaking; debating and conversationalist; and music. The law says, "No one shall
encroach upon the rights of any one of these
groups.”

Argue continued on page 5
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When Worlds Collide
By Sherri Middendorf

Though we all know that
postcard collecting is vastly
superior to stamp collecting,
there are times when these two
worlds collide.
I’ve owned this Easter card for
years. It’s part of a series, so I
expected to someday see a
version of it without the clover
garland sidebars. (Re-using the
same central image with
various backgrounds was a
common way to extend a series.)
At my first club-sponsored
show, I was stunned to find the
image used not in a different
postcard
layout, but in a
stamp affixed to the front of
another card.
Like Easter Seals and Christmas Seals, it is a Cinderella stamp. A Cinderella stamp is “a label that
resembles a postage stamp but is not used as a postal fee for sending mail” (http://www.2-clicksstamps.com/article/what-are-cinderella-stamps.html). This stamp is not an Easter Seal, as the card it’s
affixed to was postmarked 1920, and Easter Seals were first issued in 1934.
There are several sub-categories of Cinderella stamps. Easter Seals and Christmas Seals were sold as
charity stamps. Other types of Cinderella include poster stamps (advertising products, services, or
causes), revenue stamps (indicating a tax had been paid on the item it was attached to), and fantasy (or
bogus) stamps (representing postage paid to a non-existent country or a country without its own postal
system).
At one time, collectors of
postage stamps turned up
their noses at cinderella
stamps. Over time,
cinderellas have been
accepted into the fold, and
(according to the site
above), “all the cinderella
philatelists lived happily
ever after.”

PAGE 4
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Formal rules were issued. Sessions
opened each good-weather day at the
edge of what the students claim is the
most beautiful "campus" in the world:
the Pacific Ocean. A covered rostrum
with loud speakers, bulletin boards, and
open-air seats are here. An average of
800 to 1,200 people attended free every
day, but no questionable characters, no
alcohol, profanity, obscenity, or
obnoxious conduct was tolerated.
Officers were elected to serve one year.
A daily registrar conducted the
programs, and to speak their piece—or
to sing or to play your oboe—they had
to schedule with him in advance. They
were given a short time on the rostrum. Then if the audience applauded
enough and voted for it, their time may be extended. Most performances
lasted about 20 minutes, though some ran up to an hour and a half.
In fact, the speaker wasn't even required to speak. "One member faithfully
uses his 10 minutes each day to give a solo on a flute," The Times reported.
A few came for one meeting only, many came day after day for years.
Profanity and alcoholic beverages were banned, as well as bathing suits. It
seemed almost blasphemous to debate the existence of God while
wearing swimwear.
As for the style of the oratory, Times columnist Lee Shippey commented in
1935 that it seems "when you know a thing, you may merely speak it, but
when you are rather doubtful, you must assert it so loudly as to overwhelm
all opposition."

Tim Grobaty's book, "Long Beach
Almanac," recorded the observations of a
Des Moines Register reporter who
attended a Spit 'n' Argue meeting in 1937.
"White shavings from the knives of the
whittlers are littering the spacious
rectangle off Rainbow Pier," the Iowan
said. "A terse sign says, 'Minors Not
Allowed.' “The sign was meant not to
protect children but to prevent speakers
from being disturbed by "immature
prattling."

Argue continued on page 6
PAGE 5
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And what fun the people had! What people?
All types, actually, though there was a
preponderance of retired middle-aged and
elderly folk. Some were uneducated, some
were brilliant. One erudite gentleman had
been drafted by his daughter to baby-sit his 6year-old granddaughter. He took her down to
the "U" to sit and listen, but, being known as a
retired aviation engineer of distinction, was
asked to speak for 20 minutes on "Our Age of
Jet Propulsion." It started off well. Then after
five minutes of it, the 6-year-old began singing, uninvited. "Put her on!" yelled the crowd,
and Grandfather did so. For nearly an hour
she stole the show singing a cappella and
reciting nursery rhymes. Proud Grandpop
never did finish his own performance. It's the way things went.

A few geniuses turned up. One talked for half an
hour on some complicated mathematical subject. His
listeners did not understand him, but were so
impressed that they encouraged him to continue.
Finally he stopped abruptly, thanked them, and said,
"Now I think I understand! Speaking here has
clarified my mind, whereas I couldn't think the
matter through alone. I must hurry." He went away,
and the story now is that he had solved a knotty
problem in ballistics for U. S. Ordnance production.
A woman from the Carolinas is welcomed back each
summer because of her wonderfully fine voice
singing songs of the old South. A tall Texan,
recuperating from a war wound, strums his guitar,
sings cowboy songs, and tells the world there how
wonderful his homeland is. A daily report comes in
from the "Athletic Department" of the "U." It tells

how ocean fish are running, what bait and tackle
are getting best results. Fishing is the main
sports interest of students, who, in this blessed
University, may cut classes at will.
Four altogether charming students attended
daily for two months with their Chinese-English
dictionaries in hand, studying not only the
language but the thinking of their adopted land.
Duly discovered, they "joined the faculty." One
opened a day's session with the Lord's Prayer in
a Chinese dialect. Another played a strange kind
of ancient Chinese zither; a third did a skilled
solo tumbling act. A theatrical agent in the
school saw the latter and promptly signed them
for professional work—perhaps you saw them
on television. That, too, is the way things go; for
university graduates often find jobs, don't they?
Inevitably the passionate reformer or revolutionist pops up at the "U." Unknown, he may be scheduled to speak.
Things got a little hot one afternoon when an enthusiast gradually revealed himself as a Communist. A woman from
Iowa suddenly had enough of him, stood up, and shamed him out of the stadium. Students tolerate no foolishness.
PAGE 6
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Unless, that is, the "foolishness" be of romantic nature. Jacob Weiner, recuperating from a wound received in Korea,
limped down to the "U." One day he made a short speech
that actually was a plaintive cry of loneliness. It touched
enough hearts to get him four invitations to dinner with,
not too surprisingly, young ladies present. Sure enough, he
fell in love with one of them, as any college student might
with any pretty co-ed. Their courtship stimulated a whispering campaign among the student body, good people conniving to get them married off. Because, you see, each was
an orphan, with no relatives or home except a rented room.
Dozens of campus romances have blossomed into
marriage, those of elderly people among them. Perhaps the
greatest over-all blessing of the "U" is that it does combat
loneliness, not always with romance but with companionship. One 66-year-old widower, childless and alone, retired
to the mild climate of Long Beach and almost died of
inertia. His landlady took him to the "U" and by chance he
sat beside a wealthy couple near his own age. Lo, the three
were from the same state—enough to strike up a friendship
any time in California. The couple had weak eyesight. The

widower had good eyes and was a lover of good books.
Well, then, would he consider employment as their secretary, handling their correspondence, reading to them daily?
He leaped at the chance. Two months later the three took
off on a trip around the world.
After World War II, the oratory grew more heated in both
locations as communism -- and anti-communism -- became
issues.
A 1949 petition signed by 299 people demanded that the
Long Beach City Council shut down Spit 'n' Argue because they said it was an anti-American organization whose
rhetoric was inflamed "by four psychopaths, two religious fanatics and a crackpot." The council refused.
From the September 1956 issue of The Rotarian:

“Dawn had barely begun to gild the sky over Long Beach, California, one morning when police received a call saying that a
crackpot was out on Rainbow Pier shouting, waving his arms, and generally acting queer. Two officers in a prowl car sped to
the scene, and embarrassed an elderly doctor of philosophy standing on a platform before rows of empty seats.
“'Terribly s-s-sorry, gentlemen," he apologized. "You see, I am to address the assembly at 2 o'clock, and because I s-s-stutter a
little, I s-slipped out here early to rehearse." Here he smiled, then added, "I even have pebbles in my mouth, like Demosthenes."
He might truly have been labelled a crackpot elsewhere, but these Long Beach officers understood so thoroughly that they shook
hands with him, then stayed half an hour to be his test audience. For he was this day's leading performer at a unique and
strangely fascinating University by the Sea. His speech, duly delivered to about 1,200 people, was excellent. It had to do with
family relations. And among his avid listeners was one of the officer's wives and their 10-year-old son, himself an acute
stutterer. They met the good doctor, who struck up a friendship with the lad and guided him almost entirely out of his difficulty.”

By the 1960s, however, wave action and tidal forces had begun to undermine the pier, and Long Beach, flush with oil
royalties, eyed Rainbow Lagoon as potential real estate. By 1966, a massive land reclamation project created the area
which is home today to the Long Beach Convention Center and the Aquarium of the Pacific, while Shoreline Drive -- a
six-lane thoroughfare, had replaced the city's graceful Rainbow Pier.
PAGE 7
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In downtown Los Angeles, meanwhile, a second outdoor
debating society sprouted in a well-known park. Locals
called it the Pershing Square Country Club. It was less
structured than the Long Beach version and had no
designated speaking area. In June of 1925 the Times ran a
short item on the "Pershing Square Philosophers."
For decades it was the defining feature of a visit to
Pershing Square. Times columnist Timothy G. Turner
may have been the one who dubbed the group the Pershing Square Country Club. He used the name nine times
between 1943 and 1952, toward the end of that time
referring to himself as a "charter member."
Two dozen face-to-face rhetorical clashes might be raging
at any one time in Pershing Square; this was before the
days of talk radio.
Oblivious to the swirl of traffic around them, sit the
philosophers of Pershing Square, serenely indifferent to
the crowds of shoppers, theatregoers, pedestrians that flow
past them. No problem of economics, politics, religion or
finance is too large or involved for them to discuss. They
are particularly dissatisfied with modern political forms
and economic formulae and will challenge anyone to
debate these questions with them.
While the soap-boxers were displaced by construction of
the Pershing Square underground parking garage in 1951,
they quickly returned when the park reopened. A 2,000
car
structure was built. The bulk of the excavation took
place at night, with a loaded truck leaving the site every
minute.
In 1962, the mayor of Los Angeles set out to change
things at Pershing Square. Those walking across the park
"should not have their privacy invaded by men engaged in
loud harangues, by loiterers or by talkative crackpots," the
Times quoted him as saying. He set in motion a redesign
intended to make the park less appealing to the debaters.
Work on the facelift began on July 27, 1964. The design,
which reduced seating from 500 to 200, was intended to
create a "non-loitering, walk-through park."
To handle the displaced debaters, the city created Boston
Park Commons, a 1.5-acre park space dedicated to free
speech and located far from the city center at Figueroa and
Sunset.
The plan failed. Pershing Square reopened in 1965 and the
park familiars returned. Boston Park sat vacant. "The little
park, lying against a shoulder of the Hollywood Freeway,
was impossible for an undesirable to find," noted the
Times' Jack Smith in a 1966 story. "In fact, it was almost
impossible for a desirable to find, with a car and a map."
Argue continued on page 9
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Pershing Square even became a training ground for up-and
-coming debaters. In February of 1967, the Times told the
story of Valley College sophomore Barbara Herrmann,
who won a debate contest at the Van Nuys campus and
was brought downtown to try out her material on the
regulars as a prize.
Even before she got started, the crowd was intimidating. "I
expected to see a bunch of everyday people," she told the
Times. "When I got there I met quite a few strange ones -drunks and men with rolling eyes -- the kind you don't see
every day in college or at church."

In the end, though, it turned out that the Pershing Square
crowd was more open to Herrmann's speech about "sissy
little boys" evading the draft than were her schoolmates.
"At the college I was booed," she said. "Some of the kids
there said they wanted to hang me and another wanted to
hit me with a stick. The people down at Pershing Square
were less violent than those at school."
The times were changing though and the airwaves were
filled with call-in talk shows that robbed the vibrancy of
live,
open-air debate. "Used to be, a load of wooden
sticks was brought down for whittlers," a Spit 'n' Argue
member named Mac told The Times in 1968.
The Pershing Square Country Club faded away as an arena for political discussion by the late 1960s. Spit 'n' Argue
lasted until 1972, when the city quietly shut down its
gathering spot near Long Beach and the next year saw an
end as seen by Selah Brickman, a 90-year-old orator
known as "The Professor," when he said that he saw it all
coming in 1970 when he told the Long Beach PressTelegram's Dick Emery:
"In 1902, a teacher, I came from Kiev in the Russian
Ukraine to get away from the Czar to find freedom and
free speech. Here, yes, they are here!

"But our members are old now. When the wind blows,
they get cold. They stay home. No one chews tobacco
anymore. No one spits here at our club."
Spit ‘n’ Argue lives on as can be attested by the fact that
there are some internet sites that pay tribute to this
unique venue in their titles.

PAGE 9
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Advertising:

General advertising will appear in the newsletters.
Members can have one free line ad in the newsletter
each year. Send your ad (and payment if required) to the
newsletter editor.
Member Advertising rates (per issue)
Business card size…$4.00
Quarter Page………$10.00
Half Page …….……$20.00
Full Page……….…. $30.00

TCPC News
WELCOME NEW MEMBER(S)


ELECTION RESULTS FOR 2016
President: Chuck Donley
VP Membership: Dianne Lamb
Treasurer: Allan Hillesheim
Secretary & Asst Editor: Dave Norman
Editor & Webmaster: Duane Stabler
Program Chair: Dave Johnson
Show Chair: Dave Johnson
Social Coordinator: Dean Borghorst
Librarian: Rosemary Palmer
Member-at-Large: Alan Calavano
Member-at-Large: Jane Lee

Upcoming Programs
Call Dave Johnson at 651-426-3573 for further details
TCPC Spring Show is scheduled for May 7th and 8th
at the Bloomington Armory—more details will

follow
Please plan to attend the monthly meetings where you’ll
find frequent auctions and dealers with postcards for sale
but also you’ll have opportunities to learn more about this
terrific hobby.
The webmaster is seeking shows that should be
highlighted on the website. Please send your known
show information to Duane Stabler at
destabler@mediacombb.net

Dorothy Simha
Minneapolis
collects: variety including some antique European

2016 marks a major anniversary for TCPC - Your editor
needs you to write an article (long or short) as to why you
are a member of the group, how long you are a member and
how you came to join TCPC. Maybe recall your first card
purchased at the TCPC show or coming to the monthly
meeting and what you purchased or auctioned. This a time
to recall your experience. Send your article to Duane, your
editor, or send an email with your idea.

Twin City Postcard Club Membership Application

Please check one: New Member_____ Renewal________ Reinstatement______ Change of Information_____
NAME______________________________________________________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS:__________________________________________________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP _____________________________________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE # (include area code)______________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS (optional)___________________________________________________________________________
TYPES of POSTCARDS COLLECTED: ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Mail to Dianne Lamb, TCPC Membership Chair, 25145 Chippendale Ave, Farmington MN 55024
Total Dues annually: $13 + $1 for each additional member in the household
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Upcoming Meetings and Events

All meetings to be at:
The Lynnhurst Community Center,
1345 W. Minnehaha Parkway (at 50th St.)

Programs
January 20, 1916 – Do you have any foreign postcards to show and tell? This is in honor of Australia Day
celebrated on January 26. It started in 1788 when Captain Arthur Phillip raised a British flag at Sydney
Cove.
February 17, 2016 – February 15 is President’s day—do you have any postcards that have postcards that
have president images on them? Real photos or cards that commemorate our past leaders.

TCPC Board of Directors and Officers 2016

Mark Your Calendar with these dates
Meeting Schedule for 2016
Jan 20 | Feb 17 | Mar 16 | Apr 20 | May 18
Jun 15 | Jul 20 | Aug 17 | Sep 21 | Oct 19
Nov 16 | Dec 21
Board Meeting Schedule for 2016
Jan 6 | Mar 2 | May 4
Jul 6 | Sep 7 | Nov 2
Wanted: Upcoming Programs
Have a program you’d like to do for the group? It
only needs to be 10 to 15 minutes long .
Programs can be about anything from your
favorite card topic or a general postcard topic.
Call Dave Johnson at 651-426-3573 for further
details.

Looking for collectables and postcards??? Don’t know
where to look?? Go to the Twin City Post Card Club
website—find a listing of known markets in the region.

President: Chuck Donley, 952-988-9797
VP Membership: Dianne Lamb, 651-460-4927
Treasurer: Allan Hillesheim, 612-377-6062
Secretary & Asst. Editor: Dave Norman, 612-729-2428
Editor & Webmaster: Duane Stabler, 952-447-8654
Program Chair: Dave Johnson, 651-426-3573
Show Chair: Dave Johnson, 651-426-3573
Social Coordinator: Dean Borghorst, 612-332-0256
Librarian: Rosemary Palmer, 612-308-6474
Member-at-Large: Alan Calavano, 507-282-4389
Member-at-Large: Jane Lee, 952-567-3713

Support TCPC—participate in the shows, and
monthly meetings. Consider participating on the
board and consider providing articles to the editor.
Don’t expect a handful of members do all the work.
Doing so will threaten the livelihood of the club.
Check the TCPC website for Shows that have come
to the attention of the editor. It will be updated as
more
information becomes available. We can’t
guarantee that postcards will be at the show but that’s
part of the hunt for that special postcard.
Do you have a program you’d like to present? If so,
contact Dave Johnson, program chairperson.
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Twin City Postcard Club
25145 Chippendale Ave.
Farmington MN 55024

If your address label is highlighted, your
dues are due! Please return the application
in this newsletter, with any updates, and a
check for $13, plus $1 for each additional
name at the same address.
Thank You!
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We are on the web!
www.twincitypostcardclub.com and
on Facebook

Monthly Meeting Location:
The Lynnhurst Community Center,
1345 W. Minnehaha Parkway (at 50th St.)
Minneapolis MN
We are in the South West corner of the
intersection)
Time: 5:30 - 8: 15 pm (program and meeting
at 7:15)
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Got something you want to contribute?
Contact: Editor: Duane Stabler
Email: destabler@mediacombb.net

